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Say hi in the chat
& let me know
where are you are
logging in from!







The Equestrian Planner Story



Equestrian Lifestyle & Horse Goals…

Physical

Mental

Spiritual

Relational

Financial

+

Time & Organization Challenges





But I want to 

challenge you instead 

to think of  this as a 

way of  being…

As a way to 

find yourself

A path to authenticity



And you will find…

Greater success in 

your horsemanship, 

relationships…

LIFE

Than you ever 

thought possible





The Power of 1%
In 1979 a passenger jet carrying 257 people left New 
Zealand for a sightseeing flight to Antarctica and back. 
Unknown to the pilots, however, there was a minor 2 
degree error in the flight coordinates. 
This placed the aircraft 28 miles to the east of where 
the pilots thought they were. As they approached 
Antarctica, the pilots descended to a lower altitude to 
give the passengers a better look at the landscape.
Although both were experienced pilots, neither had 
made this particular flight before.

They had no way of knowing that the incorrect 
coordinates had placed them directly in the path of 
Mount Erebus, an active volcano that rises from the 
frozen landscape to a height of more than 12,000 feet 
(3,700 m). 

Sadly, the plane crashed into the side of the volcano, 
killing everyone on board. It was a tragedy brought on 
by a minor error—a matter of only a few degrees.



The Power of 1%
Experts in air navigation have a rule of thumb known as the 
1 in 60 rule. 

It states that for every 1 degree a plane veers off its course, it 
misses its target destination by 1 mile for every 60 miles you 
fly. This means that the further you travel, the further you are 
from your destination.

If you’re off course by just one degree, after one foot, you’ll 
miss your target by 0.2 inches. Trivial, right? 
But…
•After 100 yards, you’ll be off by 5.2 feet. Not huge, but 
noticeable.
•After a mile, you’ll be off by 92.2 feet. One degree is starting 
to make a difference.
•If you veer off course by 1 degree flying around the equator, 
you’ll land almost 500 miles off target!

The point here is that small actions, accumulated over a very 
long time make a huge difference.









Here’s what we’ll cover:

https://horsegirl.me/wp-
content/uploads/2022/11/2023-Your-Extraordinary-
Year-Workshop-Handout-student-addition.pdf



The best place 
to start is 
where you are



Life progress is hard to measure.
If we don’t record where we are starting



“If we want something to count in our lives, 
we should figure out a way to count it.”

Gretchen Rubin, “Better Than Before: Mastering the Habits of Our Everyday Lives”















Total Pre-Workshop Score ____________________



Now we can head out on 
our journey…



Vision Video 



Clarity
for the successful equestrian includes 

more than what you want to do,

and the why for doing it

It also includes how they 

see themselves.
Never falter from the TRUTH of who you are



Remember who you are.



Remember who you are.



Remember who you are.



Remember who you are.



Priming
“When we’re powerful we APPROACH challenges. We dare to 
express our BOLDEST selves. When we’re powerless, we 
*avoid* challenges. 
We shrink from life and fail to dare greatly.” 
Philosopher’s Notes Brian Johnson





The first pages of  your planner are designed 

to “prime” you for success by getting focused & 

clear on who you are and what

you want to achieve in life & horses & 

then keeping that vision in front of  you

everyday.



How many times have you written out your goals or New Year’s Resolutions just to 

forget about them a few days later?

Well you are not alone.

In fact,

Success Expert, Michael Hyatt, 

Teaches, us the #1 reason people fail at achieving

Their goals is by not keeping them in front 

Of them and reviewing them.

This has happened to me time and time again. So, much in fact we built right into 

the planner to not allow this to happen.







The first step 
to set yourself up to 
succeed 
is to determine your
vision
What you want …
who you want to be



Vision
is just another word for goal or 
dream

It can be as big and complicated

Or as small & simple as you want

















Why this is important…
(and what does it have to do with horse goals?)

State of  being attuned to and able to express our true thoughts, feelings,

values & potential

Your best, true self



Presence stems from believing and trusting your story.

Your feelings, beliefs, values and abilities.

…Presence isn’t about pretending you are competent;

it’s about believing in and revealing the abilities you truly have.

It’s about shedding whatever is blocking you from expressing who you are.

It’s about tricking yourself  into accepting that you are indeed capable.

Sometimes you have to get out of  the way of  yourself  so you can 

be yourself.



As it turns out great horsemanship is not about doing…

It’s not about being.

It’s about authenticity.

As you find your truth self. Your relationship soar

be yourself.



Never falter from the TRUTH of who you are

Remembering who you are

gives you a safety net to catch you

when things get tough.











Then it comes to Dorothy





Here is the super quick exercise to help you “name”

Who & What you are.



Power-full words.

Decide which words you want to describe you.

(this is for YOU
not what someone else wants you to be)

And cut and paste them into a list.



Power-full words.
Determined
Confident
Successful
Independent
Honest
Perseverance
Dedicated
Soulful
Spirited
Faithful
Encouraging
Consistent

Powerful
Dreams
Inspired
Motivated
Educated
Learning
Passionate
Beautiful
Hopeful
Happy

Sparkle
Shine
Amazing
Enlightened
Strong
Connected
Dreamer
Changer
Believer
Creative
Smart
Joyful



You can use a word cloud 
generator online to make this 
into a graphic.

Wordart.com









Sarah



Shelby







10 Minute Action Break





Start to see yourself
for WHO YOU ARE
Then you can dig in and find this girl.

The Power of Vision In Action

Start to see 
yourself
for WHO YOU 
ARE
Then you can 
dig in and find 
this girl.



Start to see yourself
for WHO YOU ARE
Then you can dig in and find this girl.

The Power of Vision In Action

Hokana.com



Vision is knowing who you are,

where you are going 

and what will guide you on your journey.”
Ken Blanchard and Jesse Stoner



No two visions are ever the same…





Extraordinary
Equestrians 

Have Clear Vision
of what they want & why



It also includes how they 

see themselves.
Never falter from the TRUTH of who you are



Without clarity when 
things get tough,

you forget why you 
started out in the first 
place



Clarity allows you to go through 
your days moving forward with 
purpose.

You don’t mind the structure so 
much of maybe a tight schedule 
because you know where you are 
going



Like the day before leaving for 
vacation or a show.

You can accomplish I would dare 
to say 3 times 
as much as a regular day 
because you know where 
you are going.

And you know why



“The word motivation comes from the word motive 

which means 

“a reason 

for action”
The word motive come from the Latin word motivus

which means “to move”.

So basically, motivation is WHY WE MOVE. Let’s 

make it strong.”

Brian Johnson, Philosophers Notes

Motivus



Vision is knowing who you are,

where you are going 

and what will guide you on your journey.”
Ken Blanchard and Jesse Stoner



Clear
Vision makes 

the rest of your 
decisions much 
easier.



Andy Stanley, Author, Pastor said

Vision will prioritize your 

values.

A clear vision has the power to bring what's 

most important to the surface of your schedule 

and lifestyle. 

A clear vision makes it easy to weed out of your 

life those things that stand in the way of 

achieving what matters most. 

Vision empowers you to move purposefully in a 

predetermined direction. 

Once you have clarified your vision, or visions, 

many decisions are already made. 

Without vision, good things will hinder you 

from achieving the best things." 



When I decided to go 
for a world title… 
there were certain 
things that had to 
happen for me for it to 
even be a possibility

The Power of Vision In Action



First I had to believe it 
was even possible…
That’s a lesson for later

A quick example



What would I need to know, what did I want my horse to look like? For me to look like? What “stuff” did I need?
How much would it cost? When would I need to be there? How will I qualify? Who would I have to BE?

1. I had to have a clear vision of what I wanted



5. LIVE IT

2. Make a master to do list 3. Prioritize it. 4. Schedule it.



Following this path your decisions are made easy 
because you know what you are doing and why

2. Make a master to do list 3. Prioritize it. 4. Schedule it.

1. Know what you want, what you really really
want…vision

Rollback! Let’s review…



What would it mean to you to have a clear 
vision of what you want & 

a step by step path to get there?

Would your BIG dreams seem more 
like possibilities? 

Step One: QUESTION?



“To be yourself  

in a world 

that is constantly trying 

to make you

something else

is the 

greatest accomplishment.”

Ralph Waldo Emerson



Remembering 

who you are

gives you a safety 

net to catch you

when things get 

tough.



It’s easy to have 
a plan for 
& see the 
potential in our 
horses…
now it’s time to 
the potential in 

you.



















The clear vision 
you develop in your mind of
what you want
and what don’t want
will bring your priorities
to the surface of your schedule,
and with a little faith

with a lot of action

Your ideas will come to life.









In Andy Stanley’s book “Visioneering” he teaches us the what, 

always comes before the how…

You will know what you want to do 

long before you know how to do it.









15 Minute Action Break







Remember to ask 
yourself 
if you are ever in 
doubt of the 
importance of 
your horse goals…



Self  Confidence

Courage
PerseveranceCompassion

Assertiveness
Determination

Friendship

The POWER
Of  Partnership

Awareness focus

greater self  worth

self  esteem

Sportsmanship Respect

trust
The ability to set and achieve goals

physical strength

mental strengthconsistency

BELIEVE



All of  these things 
gained from 

following your 
vision







In fact 
Brendon Burchard tells us to 
set DUMB goals

Brendon.com



Dumb goals are the goals that are not realistic but chasing 
dreams. 
Sending someone to walk on the moon, wanting to help 
millions of people, etc.

Impossible DREAMS.

Goals for life destiny or mission.

D = dream driven (destiny)
U= uplifted
M= Method Friendly
B= Behavior Driven



Michael Hyatt tells us to set 
SMARTER goals

MichaelHyatt.com



An easy process to breaking 
down your goals into doable 

tasks

Build into your schedule 
daily rituals to help you stay 

on task

Building into your plan the 
energy you will need to stay 

consistent



30 Minute Feed Break



Keep in mind…
because some of the material 
ahead doesn’t at a glance appear 
to be about horsemanship,
but 
don’t forget…
becoming a more self actualized, 
confident, balanced person 
creates a great horse woman
(and a great life!) 



✓ An easy process to breaking down your goals 

into doable tasks

✓ Build into your schedule daily rituals to help you 

stay on task

✓ Building into your plan the energy you will need 

to stay consistent







Let’s harness these lessons into 
the ultimate goal setting process..







You want to  
break down 
the clear vision
of what you 
want
and who you 
want to be
and make it 
actionable



And that is how you 
spend your days.



Get your vision
out of your head
and into your 
schedule



or break down 
your vision
of what you want
and who you want 
to be
and make it 
actionable

Chip Away 



Make a clear 
path from 
where you 
are now,
to where you 
want to be.

















Note: First vision  
Second ACTION





Think about it,
if we think of our lives like we are Michelangelo's David
(like we are a chunk of raw material, with all the beauty, but flaws and all),

we just need to “chip away” at what doesn’t belong.





Here are some my original notes 
when I came across this concept of “chipping away”...



We have to look past what things look 
like today to chip away at what can be..



we have to look past 
the rough edges 

to see the potential within.









So you are going to chip away at what doesn’t fit in 

your “vision”

and add some things too…

the magic formula for transformation



What will we need to chip away? What will we need to add?

debt
fear of failure
fear of getting hurt
self doubt
self sabotage
unforgiveness
anger
poor planning
poor money management
depression
poor eating habits
sleeping late
chaos
drama
negative people

lack of knowledge

self confidence

faith

hope

persistence

belief

positive thinking

money

customers

finished products

sales

organization

healthy habits

routine

positive people

support

tools for success
knowledge







there is not only physical work 
to be done but also
heart work,

or mental things that have to 
be overcome,                             

ignoring them is not 
confronting the poisonous 
snake waiting to strike when 
you are not looking.

Sometimes to move ahead,



We also need to learn

to say NO to things 

that
keep us 

from our vision

Examples… tv,, gossip, useless internet



Success Strategies

for “Chipping Away”

Goals & Dreams into

bite sized chunks



Begin With The End In Mind



Then work backward to make your plan



Then work backward to make your plan



Instead of  working forward…



Work backwards…



So you are going to chip away at what doesn’t fit in 

your “vision”

and add some things too





All you are doing right now is breaking down your 

goal into parts and pieces,

like a blueprint

or 

a roadmap

whatever is easiest of  you to think of  it.



Chip Away



My horse

Ranch horse
fundamentals Get in shape

Show
clothes

finances

Me

plan to 
get qualified

show 
schedule

Goal: Qualify & Show 
AQHA World 
Championships in 
Ranch Horse Riding



horse’s issues

Work through
Horses-U
Fear Course

Obstacles
to overcome

Work through
Horses-U
Confidence Course finances

My concerns

work 
schedule

Goal: Overcome fear & 
develop awesome 
partnership with my 
horse

Change feed 
program & work 
schedule



Or think of  it

as a roadmap





Use the building blocks of  

horsemanship  to help …













“For a seed to achieve
It's greatest expression,

It must come completely undone.

The shell cracks, its insides come out
and everything changes.

To someone who doesn't understand
Growth,

It would look like complete destruction.
Cynthia Occelli

Think about transformation...















The elephant in the room 

no one likes to talk about…

1. Change is hard, 

and uncomfortable 

and we will be met with resistance 

within ourselves and others



The elephant in the room

no one likes to talk about…

2. We are going to have to be self-

disciplined to stick with it, 

get through the hard times 

to  see   

things through



All we are after in 
this section is 
a list of tasks,
don’t get hung up 
if you get stuck 
or on knowing 
how & you will do 
everything.
We will work on 
that & take 
the road as it 
comes. 



Here’s where we are on our journey…



Fuel for thought….



Fuel for thought….



Fuel for thought….



10 Minute Action Break



And the way to repeat the habits that make us successful, is to have them become a part of  our daily schedule.







Next Lesson…

















Knowing and having a plan for what we will do when things go wrong gives us 

Resilience





Bliss-iplines
or

















We are talking about 
powerful ways to keep you 
inspired (in-spirt)
& enthusiastic (entheos) 

about your goals.











Hopefully these big ideas will 
empower you
as you break down your vision into 
your
to do list 



"When you have your health you have 1,000 dreams and when you don't, you have one."



To be at your best, you have to take care of yourself.





5 Minute Action Break





3 Minute Action Break





3 Minute Action Break







4 Minute Action Break



Chop Wood 
Carry Water

Scoop Poo
Fill Up Water

Now you are ready to…

Work Your Plan









Time to harness up,
put those blinders on and get to work!!















Keep doing what you’re doing,
you’ll keep getting what you’re getting.

Now let’s purposefully create a schedule
to love your life every step of the way…





Look at your long term picture,
And start to “chip away” and
break it down
into months,
weeks,
days,
hours,
minutes



2 Minute Action Break







Tip!

Use your yearly calendar to 

guide you ;)



1 Minute Action Break







Here’s where you create 
and 
Live
A life you love.









2 Minute Action Break





Ideas
This may be as complicated as you want it to be, you may 
change your entire schedule or as simple as scheduling a riding 
lesson

Take a time “inventory” for a few days look at where you can 
save time

Delete your time wasters

(sometimes it is not as important

what you do,

as what you DON’T do)



The Compound Effect

“Small, Smart Choices
+ Consistency
+ Time
= Radical Difference.”

Darren Hardy,
Publisher Success Magazine



If you can get 
½% better everyday,
in 1 year your life will do a 
180 and turn around.



Ideas





Ideas

«What tasks can 
you delegate to 
someone else? 

What tasks can 
you share?



Ideas



Ideas

Remember the “10,000 hour” rule…

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Order_of_the_Spur&action=edit&section=1


Ideas



Ideas



Ideas



Ideas



Ideas



Ideas



Ideas



Ideas



Ideas



Ideas



Ideas



Ideas



Ideas



Ideas



Ideas



Ideas



Ideas



Ideas



Ideas



Ideas



Ideas



Ideas



Ideas

p.s. I’ve heard it said the comeback is always stronger than the setback 



Ideas



Ideas



Ideas



Ideas



Put into practice the 

“Bird’s Nest Step By Step System” 

of guaranteed results… look around 

for something that will work… use it… 

until something better shows up 

(& it always does.)

Horse Girl thought for the day…



Ideas



Use systems to multiply your time.
(Like morning, evening & barn routines)



Write down.
Then follow
your to-do list



“If you don’t live
the message of
your life,
then you are a bad 
messenger”

Dr. Daniel Amen

founder of The Daniel Plan



“Surround yourself
with people that are
on the same mission
as you…”

Dr. Daniel Amen

founder of The Daniel Plan



Success Strategy #1

Visualize Backwards



Success Strategy #2

Make a “mind map” to chip 
away at your clear vision





http://www.instructables.com/id/How-to-Mindmap/step1/Start-with-a-central-image/





Success Strategy #3

Write out your “blisstuals”.
Do them daily.

Track them in your planner.



Success Strategy #4

Use the “Seinfeld Strategy 
to strengthen your 
commitment & consistency



http://jamesclear.com/stop-procrastinating-seinfeld-strategy



Success Strategy #5

“The Day Before Show Day” 
Strategy

Schedule it & implement 1 day per week.



Plan at least 1 day a week 
with such a clear why 
For what you are doing
that you achieve the 
same accelerated results
as the day before 
vacation or your big 
show

Have a clear why & give 
yourself a clear reward



Success Strategy #6

Rewrite your story.
Think about what you believe & how you can change that.



“If we want something to count in our lives, 
we should figure out a way to count it.”

Gretchen Rubin, “Better Than Before: Mastering the Habits of Our Everyday Lives”















Total Pre-Workshop Score ____________________



Ideas



Ideas

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TU7Y6HiLXto

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TU7Y6HiLXto







